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Abstract Whenever skeletal muscle insults occur, both
by functional impositions or other injury forms, skeletal
muscle repair (SMR) follows. The SMR succeeds when
proper skeletal muscle regeneration and limited fibrosis
ensue. Muscle fiber replenishment by fibrosis negatively
affects the tissue quality and functionality and, furthermore, represents the worst post-injury phenotypic adaptation. Acute muscle injury treatment commonly follows the
RICE method—rest, ice, compression, and elevation. This
immediate immobilization seems to be beneficial to preserving the tissue structure and avoiding further destruction; however, if these interventions are delayed, the risk of
muscle atrophy and its deleterious-related effects increase,
with resultant impaired SMR. Moreover, a growing body of
evidence shows positive skeletal muscle loading (SML)
effects during SMR since it seems to effectively increase
satellite cells (SCs) in their activation, proliferation, selfrenewal, and differentiation capacities. Additionally, recent
data show that SML may also influence the functions of
other participants in SMR, compelling SMR to achieve less
fibrotic accretion and accelerated muscle mass recovery.
Moreover, given the SML effects on SCs, it is plausible to
consider that these can increase the myofibers’ basal
myogenic potential. Thus, it seems relevant to scrutinize
the possible acute and chronic SML therapeutic and prophylactic effects regarding the SMR process.
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Key Points
Acute immobilization upon injury may be beneficial
but can compromise proper skeletal muscle repair
(SMR).
Skeletal muscle loading (SML) may increase the
number of satellite cells, their proliferation, and their
differentiation capacities, which enhance proper
SMR.
SML increases vascularization and collagen turnover
and should therefore be promoted during SMR.

1 Introduction
The skeletal muscle potency to respond to different stimuli
such as exercise, immobilization, trauma, or chemical
insult, relies on its regenerative capacity due to the presence of a myogenic stem cell population known as satellite
cells (SCs) [1]. The SCs, resting between the sarcolemma
and the skeletal muscle basal lamina, first described by
Alexander Mauro [2], are the prime source of myogenic
cells. Nonetheless, the fact that stem cells from other tissues may effectively migrate, incorporate the SC pool, or
acquire its properties and myogenic potential [3–5] reveals
that skeletal muscle regeneration (SMReg) may be affected
by other stem cells and chemoattractants released by
skeletal muscle fibers. SMReg is defined when damaged
myofibers, or their segments, are replaced by new ones,
without modifying the original tissue structure. However,
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skeletal muscle repair (SMR), depending on the injury’s
intricate nature, i.e. insult type and severity, does not only
occur by SMReg but also by the total or partial substitution
of damaged fibers by connective tissue (fat and scar tissue)
with loss of original structure and functional impairment
[6, 7]. Ideally, in order to maintain skeletal muscle structure and functionality, the SMR should always be achieved
by SMReg.
Muscle injuries may range from: (1) mild (focal intracellular damage, i.e. sarcoplasm rupture or myofibril disruption); (2) moderate (myofibril complete or segmental
injury or necrosis); and (3) severe (affecting one or more
muscle bundles, blood vessels and interstitial tissues). To
cope appropriately with these different insults, various
participants execute numerous functions composing the
SMR per se, which can be characterized by either (1)
SMReg through activation, proliferation, and differentiation of SCs into myoblasts, during mild injuries and day-today wear and tear; (2) activation of mononucleated cells
(fibroblasts, myogenic, and resident inflammatory cells),
promoting both SMReg and extracellular matrix (ECM)
remodeling (fibrotic accretion or degradation) during
moderate injuries or, finally, during severe insults; (3)
activation of all the cells mentioned in points (2) and (3)
and, through chemotactic signaling released into the blood
stream, infiltration of an additional variety of inflammatory
and myogenic cells [6, 8–10]. During moderate-to-severe
insults, SMR also embraces inflammatory response, characterized by a complex cellular and molecular event that
interacts with the activity of SCs throughout the process
[10]. Considering these wide interactions, knowledge
regarding SMReg cellular and molecular mechanisms is
pivotal when analyzing SMR. Nonetheless, recent studies
show that both ECM characteristics [11] and their constituents [12] seem to be fundamental for proper SMR and
SC behavior, indicating that the ECM is another important
participant during SMR. Moreover, since skeletal muscle
loading (SML) effectively modulates ECM turnover [13], it
seems relevant to analyze its SMR-related interactions.
Curiously, therapeutic approaches such as surgical
techniques for scar tissue removal, biologic scaffold
grafting, and use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs) and antifibrotic agents [14] have been used to
accomplish effective SMR. Additionally, RICE (rest, ice,
compression, and elevation) continues to be the most used
procedure to acutely treat muscle injuries. Although RICE
may effectively reduce the injury bleeding, preventing
further tissue damage during the initial post-injury hours
[15], if the forced immobilization continues, as it usually
does, it may also contribute to an increased skeletal muscle
atrophy through muscular unloading, which exacerbates
many adverse consequences such as increased proteolysis,
through activation of ubiquitin-proteasome, lysosomal, and
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calpain proteolytic pathways, and increased myonuclei loss
through nuclear apoptosis [16], impairing a proper SMReg
and, therefore, the SMR.
This raises a pertinent issue for those seeking a faster
and less fibrotic SMR, and highlights a plausible SML
importance during the process. Indeed, previous studies
showed favorable SML effects during SMR [17]. As
addressed in Sect. 2.1.1, recent data show that SML seems
to efficiently stimulate the activation [18] and proliferation
capacities [19] of SCs. These advantageous effects seem to
be important during animal growth [20], and seem to be
conserved during human aging [19], which putatively
ensures an increased basal myogenic potential (BMP). The
BMP concept, i.e. the putative SC reserve that will turn
into new muscle fibers if necessary, is supported by (1)
recent animal studies that, although relatively controversial, indicate SCs as absolutely necessary for SMReg after
muscle injury [21, 22]; (2) evidence supporting the fact that
the number and functionality of SCs are critical to preventing muscle tissue substitution by fat or fibrosis after
muscle damage [7]; and (3) data showing that reduced
muscle regeneration, after immobilization-related atrophy
in elderly humans, was related to a blunted response in SC
proliferation [23].
Consequently, it seems appealing to scrutinize (1) the
SML effects on the skeletal muscle BMP, i.e. its ability to
acutely and chronically increase the number of SCs; (2) its
ability to induce milieu alterations on both SCs and ECM;
(3) its capacity to modulate SMR outcomes; and (4) its
likely prophylactic role against skeletal muscle insults.
In order to provide the framework for this article’s
discussion, we define SML as muscle requirements equal to
or higher than those used in day-to-day wear and tear,
while, conversely, skeletal muscle unloading occurs during
prolonged bed rest or limb immobilization, and favors
muscle deconditioning and atrophy.

2 Skeletal Muscle Loading (SML) Effects
on Skeletal Muscle Stem Cells and Their Milieu
Recent evidence indicates that the ability of stem cells to
proliferate, self-renew, or differentiate into a specific phenotype may be controlled by their particular mechanical
environment, i.e. stiffness alterations of their milieu, since
they are able to perceive and react to external mechanical
forces [24–26]. Experiments with cultured mesenchymal
stem cells showed that stiffness manipulation of the collagen-coated gels was able to determine their specific lineage and phenotype and, subsequently, that soft gels
simulating brain matrices were neurogenic, rigid gels
simulating muscle were myogenic, and the denser gels
were osteogenic [27]. Moreover, this study also showed the
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importance of the chemical milieu of stem cells since
manipulation of soluble factors was able to reprogram cell
lineage specification in the early phases of differentiation.
Therefore, both mechanical and chemical factors seem to
be important in governing the function and fate of stem
cells. Like other stem cells, SCs are located in a very
specific physical environment, comprising the ECM, vascular and neural tissues, different cell types, and numerous
diffusible molecules. All these constituents interact with
each other in order to precisely regulate the quiescence,
self-renewal, proliferation, and differentiation of SCs.
Collectively, the immediate niche, local milieu, and systemic milieu may stimulate the activity of SCs. Briefly, the
immediate niche comprises the regulatory signaling pathways (Wnt, Notch, and sphingolipid signaling), the myofiber niche (secretion of stromal cell-derived factor-1
[SDF-1], transmembrane Notch ligand Delta), and the
ECM and related factors (hepatocyte growth factor [HGF],
fibroblast growth factor [FGFs], insulin growth factor
[IGF] and matrix metalloproteinases [MMPs]). The local
milieu comprises interstitial cells (fibroblasts, myogenic
precursors, and fibro/adipogenic precursors), motor neurons (secrete the neurotrophins nerve growth factor [NGF]
and brain-derived neurotrophic factor [BDNF]), and vasculature (secrete vascular endothelial growth factor
[VEGF]). Finally, the systemic milieu comprises immune
cells, interleukin (IL)-6, androgens, and nitric oxide (NO)
[4]. The effects of SML on the SCs niche are addressed in
Sect. 2.1.3.
Recently, some studies showed that muscle tissue is able
to produce, upon SML, several myokines, i.e. cytokines
that exert numerous effects by endocrine, paracrine, or
autocrine signaling [28–30]. This may indicate that SML,
in addition to the loading-derived mechanical factor, also
produces chemical signals that may be critical to either the
behavior of the SCs or the incorporation of other myogenic
stem cells. The effects of SML on the SC pool are
addressed in Sect. 2.1.
2.1 SML Effects on Satellite Cells
The skeletal muscle adaptation concept, regarding the
functionality of the SCs, continues to embrace different
features of skeletal muscle plasticity such as growth,
hypertrophy, atrophy, nuclear turnover, aging, and SMReg.
Recently, the interaction between the biology of SCs and
skeletal muscle adaptation has been the subject of intense
debate [31–34]. Human studies examining the functionality
of SCs during different features of muscle fiber adaptation
(e.g. exercise during aging [35, 36], skeletal muscle
responses following resistance [36, 37], endurance training
[35], remodeling [38]) are defining new perspectives for
the study of SC functions during muscle plasticity. This

section will highlight the current data regarding the
response of SCs to SML.
2.1.1 Acute Effects
A very precise myogenic program, coordinated by key
transcription factors, the myogenic regulatory factors
(MRFs), controls the quiescence, activation, proliferation,
and differentiation or self-renewal activities of SCs. First,
SCs are mitotically quiescent (G0 phase of cell cycle) and
express Pax7 but not MyoD or myogenin. Extrinsic factors,
such as damage or exercise, may activate SCs, i.e. they
enter the cell cycle. Activated SCs start to proliferate,
creating progeny (the myogenic precursor cells or myoblasts) that express MyoD and MYF5. After proliferation,
SCs can either self-renew (maintaining the SC pool), or
differentiate into adult myoblasts, initiating differentiation
by downregulating Pax7 expression. Finally, the fusion and
the terminal differentiation begin with the expression of
myogenin and MyoD [4].
In normal, undamaged muscles, 2–7 % of each of the
fiber’s nuclei are SCs that are mitotically quiescent (expressing Pax7; at G0 phase); however, as described, when
exposed to loading, trauma or injury signals, they activate,
proliferate, and either self-renew (maintaining the SC
pool), or differentiate into myoblasts that follow terminal
differentiation [39]. In order to expand the number of SCs,
their withdrawal from quiescence is mandatory. Immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis from the middle region of the
vastus lateralis from young men, subjected to one bout of
combined endurance and resistance exercises, showed that
SCs from both type I and II fibers were able to enter the
cell cycle (increased delta-like 1 homolog [DLK1]
expression) within 9 h post-exercise [18]. However,
although SML may be effective in promoting the activation
of SCs, their pool will only increase if they proliferate
efficiently. Again, loading through a single bout of voluntary running was able to either promote dynamic changes in rat plantaris muscle messenger RNA (mRNA)
expression (increased expression of cell-cycle-related
genes 24 h post-exercise) or increased cell proliferation,
confirmed by 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU; a thymidine
analog nucleoside that labels DNA-replicating nuclei)
immunohistochemistry [40]. Another study analyzing the
effects of a single bout of high-intensity eccentric exercise
showed that after 4 and 8 days the SCs from the vastus
lateralis of young sedentary males increased their expression of neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) and the
fetal antigen 1 (FA1) [41], indicating again that SML was
able to potentiate the activation and proliferation of SCs.
Curiously, a more recent study was able to detect an
increase in both the SC number and expression of cellcycle-related components (DLK1 for activation, and
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proliferating cell nuclear antigen for proliferation), in
vastus lateralis muscles of nine young men, only 24 h after
an intensive eccentric exercise protocol (300 eccentric knee
contractions) [42]. These results suggest a possible fibertype-specific response to different types and loading
intensities. Indeed, data regarding the acute effects of
resistance exercise in human skeletal muscle showed an
increase in the number of SCs, specifically in the type II
fiber type [43]. Nonetheless, others, despite an SC-specific
response to the type of contraction mode (concentric or
eccentric; SCs increase only upon eccentric contractions),
have not described a fiber-type-specific response to acute
resistance exercise [44].
Extensive data show that aging specifically reduces the
content of SCs in type II skeletal muscle fibers [36, 45];
however, the following studies show that SCs seem to be
able to either increase in number or increase mRNA
expression of important MRFs following SML. Both situations may be important during SMR. For instance, SCs
(expressing NCAM in IHC labeling) from the human
vastus lateralis of older adults were able to increase in
number 24 h after a single bout of eccentric exercise;
however, this increase was clearly diminished when
compared with younger men [46]. Moreover, others have
also demonstrated that age reduces the ability of vastus
lateralis SCs to activate and increase in number following
a single bout of resistance exercise, specifically in type II
muscle fibers [47]. A more recent study, also using a
single bout of resistance exercise, showed that SCs from
the vastus lateralis of older adults took longer (72 h) to
increase in number, in the type II muscle fibers, when
compared with younger men (48 h) [48]. However, an
interesting study analyzing the human skeletal muscle
response to an unloading/reloading event (skeletal muscle
atrophy through limb cast, and loading through cast
removal and resistance exercise training), also documented reduced SC activity in older individuals despite
no differences being found regarding the mRNA expression of main MRFs [23].
Despite this data collection pointing out the acute activation, proliferation, and increase in the number of SCs
promoted by SML, some controversy has been documented
in the literature regarding the unloading effects on the
number of SCs. Interestingly, a study analyzing the atrophy
process using rat hindlimb suspension also indicated, using
BrdU staining, that SCs from the gastrocnemius muscle
seem to acutely proliferate 6 h after hindlimb suspension,
but after 1 week in this condition the number of SCs significantly decreased when compared with weight-bearing
controls [49]. Curiously, this increase in the number of SCs
during unloading (2 weeks of unilateral whole-leg casting)
was also found in human vastus lateralis muscles (on both
type I and II fibers) of young males but not in older
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individuals [23]. Nonetheless, a more recent study analyzing the effects of 2 weeks of a full-leg cast in 12 young
men, evinced that the number of SCs did not change
despite an increase in myogenin mRNA, which may indicate some activity in the SC pool [50]. Additionally,
another study analyzing the effect of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) on the vastus lateralis of young
males subjected to 5 days of muscle unloading (full-leg
cast) also showed that the number of SCs did not change;
nevertheless, an increase in MyoD and myogenin mRNA
may be indicative of the activity of SCs [51]. However,
another relevant study analyzing the molecular regulators
of the activity of SCs in human vastus lateralis muscles
following unloading (2 weeks of full-leg cast) and reloading (exercise after cast removal) also showed that
aging deteriorates the ability of SCs to proliferate [52]. All
these data regarding the behavior of SCs during unloading
suggest different responses between animal and human
studies, indicating that methodological frailties or other
particularities of this condition (e.g. the underlying cause)
may influence the results [53]. Moreover, it is worth
mentioning that the discrepancies shown in the different
studies might be due to the fact that apoptotic cells in the
skeletal muscle promote the fusion of healthy myoblasts, as
reported in an animal study by Hochreiter-Hufford et al.
[54]. Considering that skeletal muscle atrophy may, per se,
induce an acute pro-apoptotic environment both inside and
outside myofibers [53], one might consider that this event
may transitorily increase myonuclei turnover. The
increased mRNA expression of important MRFs may be
indicative of this increased SC turnover rate. The reported
data clearly support the concept that unloading transiently
stimulates the proliferation of SCs; nonetheless, further
investigation is warranted to clearly demonstrate its
occurrence [55].
In summary, irrespective of the atrophy-related controversy, solid data indicate that SML is an effective way to
acutely increase the activation, proliferation, and number
of SCs, enabling a transient increase in BMP.
2.1.2 Chronic Effects
Considering the acute SML effects in the SC pool, it seems
appealing to explore their long-term consequences to
determine whether the more active musculature, the greater
its number of SCs, and therefore the greater its BMP.
Again, several chronic SML conditions seem to effectively maintain the elevated number of SCs [37, 43, 56–
62]. Nevertheless, debate continues regarding the requirement of the presence and fusion of SCs during muscle
hypertrophy [63] and regrowth following atrophy [64]. For
instance, an animal study analyzing the mechanical overload effect in SC-depleted plantaris muscle showed that the
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addition of SCs is not necessary for muscle hypertrophy
[65]. Moreover, the muscle regrowth capacity, following
atrophy (hindlimb suspension), in SC-depleted mice soleus
was also independent of the presence of SCs [64]. These
animal studies simply suggest that the myonuclear domain
is dynamic. Solid data indicate that the acquisition of new
myonuclei for further hypertrophy is only mandatory when
the myonuclear domain size exceeds a certain threshold
[66]. Curiously, both animal studies showed a significant
reduction in muscle turnover (BrdU-positive myonuclei) of
SC-depleted muscles [64, 65]. Additionally, a recent study
analyzing the role of human muscle SCs during 6 weeks of
aerobic interval training (nonhypertrophic stimulus)
demonstrated that SCs intensely contribute to muscle
remodeling [38]. Considering this, one can consider that
the depletion of muscle SCs and therefore the loss of
myonuclei turnover and further hypertrophy, may be
decisive for a proper SMReg, i.e. to maintain muscle tissue
structure and functionality during SMR, as has already
been mentioned [7, 22].
Despite this controversy, a recent study analyzing the
effect of 16 weeks of resistance exercise showed that SCs
from the quadriceps muscles increased in number in both
type I and II fibers. Additionally, a correlation between the
relative changes in the number of SCs and the percentage
increase in the lean muscle mass was observed [43].
Interestingly, a study using cluster analysis to evaluate the
relationship between myofiber hypertrophy and SC pool in
the vastus lateralis of 66 humans showed that those who
had larger SC pools in basal conditions had greater
capacity to increase SC number, to increase fiber nuclei
addition and to achieve greater fiber hypertrophy in
response to 16 weeks of knee extensor resistance training
[37]. These results indicate the importance of a larger SC
pool during a stressful event such as resistance exercise.
However, reduced basal SC pools, such as those seen in
type II fibers of elderly human skeletal muscles, are also
able to increase their number of SCs (and their fiber size) in
response to 12 weeks of resistance exercise [36]. Therefore,
the association between the content of basal SCs and
muscle fiber hypertrophy following resistance exercise
continues to be debatable.
Another study analyzing the effect of 10-week resistance training in 18 women with trapezius myalgia also
showed an increase in the number of SCs in both type I and
II muscle fibers, conjugated with an increase in SCs
expressing Ki-67 (indication of cell cycle activity),
demonstrating enhanced proliferation [60]. This type of
chronic SC pool adaptation to resistance training has been
previously described in nine adult women in the same
muscle group, but without myalgia [56]. Remarkably, even
during a 12-week, light-loading resistance training, SCs
from vastus lateralis of 12 young men were able to increase

their pool [61], suggesting that SML can be an interesting
way to increase the BMP in situations where solid resistance training is not possible, e.g. during moderate skeletal
muscle injuries or to prevent atrophy during limb casting.
In addition, 12 weeks of aerobic training (three sessions of
45 min per week at 70 % heart rate reserve) performed by
sedentary adults (6 males and 17 females) resulted in
increased content of SCs in type I fibers (but not type II
fibers) [62], indicating again that a fiber-type-specific
response and a less demanding type of SML seem to be
effective in enhancing the muscle BMP.
As described, some studies show that the capacity of
SCs to respond to acute SML seems to be preserved during
aging, mainly in type I muscle fibers. Likewise, the SC
pool of both elderly men and women maintains its ability to
increase during both endurance [57, 67] and resistance
training [59, 67, 68]. A study analyzing the effect of
14 weeks of intermittent endurance cycling (45 min daily,
4 days per week) in the vastus lateralis of 11 men (aged
70–80 years) showed that the SC (NCAM-positive) pool
effectively increases [57]. Similarly, the SC (NCAM-positive) pool of vastus lateralis of 13 older men (average
72 years of age) increased following 12 weeks of resistance training, wherein a dramatic fiber type II-specific
response occurred [59]. Additionally, both elderly men and
women were also able to increase their number of SCs in
type II muscle fibers from the vastus lateralis in response to
6 months of resistance training [68]. Finally, a study
specifically analyzing both lower body endurance (intermittent cycling) and upper body resistance (three sets of
three strength-training exercises) SML potential to increase
the SC pool in elderly men over a 14-week period (three
times per week) revealed that simultaneous lower body
endurance and upper body resistance training effectively
increased the SC pool of the vastus lateralis and deltoid
muscles, respectively, solely in type II muscle fibers [67].
Curiously, endurance training (6 months) in obese male
type 2 diabetes patients (61 ± 6 years) did not change the
content of the SCs in the vastus lateralis muscle [69]. One
can consider that either the condition or the training
intensity (much lower than that used by others [57, 67])
possibly blunted muscle growth and response of the SCs.
Once again, these results demonstrate the SML potential
to mitigate the specific age-dependent decline of SCs [36],
specifically seen in type II muscle fibers [45].
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that the SC pool
is highly plastic, i.e. it proficiently adapts to SML but also
adapts to unloading, as reported in a study analyzing the
SC pool from the vastus lateralis of 15 young men who,
despite an increase in SCs due to 90 days of resistance
training, their number of SCs returned to pre-training values within 90 days of detraining [58]. This study also
indicated that only 3 days after detraining, SCs seemed to
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suddenly decrease their proliferation capacity, as suggested
from the mRNA values of the cell-cycle marker p21.
In summary, these studies collectively indicate that
SML seems to ensure a greater BMP that is maintained in
the active musculature, even throughout the aging process.
This important feature may be a determinant in the success
of SMR.
2.1.3 Satellite Cell Niche Modulation
The microenvironment (i.e. their surroundings and everything within, contacting and influencing stem cell behavior)
in which the stem cells reside is their niche [70, 71], and
although there are many unanswered questions regarding
the characteristics of this milieu, like its molecular regulatory aspects on different organs, it is becoming apparent
that in the skeletal muscle this microenvironment plays a
major role in the fate of SCs [72]. The behavior of SCs can
be severely altered by growth factors, cytokines, and other
diffusible molecules produced by adjoining cells and surrounding ECM [72, 73]. Briefly, as described, molecules
from the immediate niche and the local or systemic milieu
of the SCs, may alter their state. SCs seem to (1) activate,
in an autocrine-fashion, upon contact with HGF and epidermal growth factor (EGF), from SCs, myofibers, and
interstitial cells, or present in serum in the immediate niche
and nitric oxide (NO), a diffusible molecule (produced by
diverse cell types, including epithelial cells, endothelial
cells, fibroblasts, macrophages and muscle cells) from the
systemic niche; (2) proliferate with FGF, IGF-1, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-like weak inducer apoptosis
(TWEAK) and delta-1 protein, a Notch ligand; and (3)
differentiate with IGF-1. Their quiescence is maintained
mostly in the presence of calcitonin and laminin. The main
functional inhibitors are myostatin (activation and self-renewal), BDNF, TWEAK, and FGF (differentiation). The
Wnt proteins affect the fate of the cell; the SDF-1 (or
CXCL12) acts in the migration process, and the integrin
a4b1 (VLA4) acts in the myoblast fusion [4, 74]. These
intricate interactions between these different molecules and
growth factors, which can be modulated during diverse
physiological or pathological situations, unmask the niche
complexity that governs the fate of SCs, and therefore it
seems important to unveil the modulatory effects of SML.
Recently, data addressing which myokines seem to be
produced and released by the contracting skeletal muscle
(postulating a conceptual foundation that emphasizes the
skeletal muscle as a ‘secretory organ’ capable of communicating and inducing effects in an autocrine, paracrine, or
endocrine fashion) showed that some myokines (IL-6,
BDNF, IL-7, and IL-15) might exert specific actions on the
proliferation and differentiation of SCs [75]. Nonetheless,
SML effects are broader with respect to changing the niche
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molecular characteristics of SCs since they seem to influence the production, expression, and release of different
mediators in different tissue cells [75].
As described, in addition to SCs, SMReg may include stem
cells from other tissues, such as circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) and circulating bone marrow progenitor
cells (cBMPs) that effectively recognize, migrate, and contribute to the SC pool, and regenerate injured skeletal muscle
[3–5]. Curiously, when comparing amateur runners with
sedentary controls, the number of cBMPs (CD34?, CD38?,
CD33?) was three- to fourfold higher in runners [76]. Additionally, regarding other stem cells with myogenic potency,
i.e. the EPCs or blood vessel stem cells (CD34?, CD133?,
KDR?), SML seems to be a determinant in increasing their
numbers [77]. These two examples support the likely capacity
that SML seems to have on increasing the availability of stem
cells, which, along with the migration capacities, also have
myogenic potency that can be important during SMR.
The likely skeletal muscle chemotactic capacity seems to be
supported by its own myokines and other chemical mediators
produced by the surrounding tissue cells, as shown by one
study, using transgenic mice, genetically marked cells, cell
cultures, and immunostained human muscle, evaluating the
relationship between the EPCs and the niches of the SCs [78].
Its main findings were that SCs were markedly associated with
capillaries, their numbers correlated with muscle capillarization, and both stem cell groups seemed to communicate in a
paracrine faction through the release of VEGF, IGF-1, HGF,
and FGF, reciprocally promoting angiogenesis and the proliferation of SCs, mainly through VEGF production of SCs, and
culminating in a spatiotemporal relationship between myogenesis and angiogenesis [78]. Irrespective of the VEGF central
role in angiogenesis and which were the main cells expressing
it, it is clear that SML increases the number of muscle capillaries and VEGF expression [79], and this niche alteration,
together with the proliferation effect of SCs, provided a possible
means of achieving an improved SMR. Actually, as already
demonstrated, VEGF infusion in regenerating mice tibialis
anterior muscles not only promotes proper SMReg but also
protects SCs from apoptosis [80].
Finally, because interactions between SML, SMReg and
IGFs have been recently reviewed [81], this issue will not
be addressed further. Nonetheless, as reviewed, since SML
increases IGF-1 expression and this growth factor enhances
SMReg [82], it is reasonable to consider SML as a positive
SMR modulator.

3 SML and Skeletal Muscle Repair
Considering that SML effectively increases skeletal muscle
myogenic potential, i.e., induces SCs pool growth, in both
acute and chronic conditions, it seems appealing to
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scrutinize its therapeutic and prophylactic effects during
SMR. Nonetheless, as described, SMR characteristics and
outcomes depend upon the type of muscle injuries that are
highly heterogenic in severity, making human studies
scarce.
3.1 SML Therapeutic Effects
Upon muscle injury, the most common acute treatment
adheres to the RICE procedure. This widely used approach,
using immobilization as the fundamental principle,
attempts to acutely reduce blood flow and edema, minimizing inflammation and, afterwards, gradual increases in
SML (within pain restrictions), as well as other therapeutic
options (medication, ultrasound, and hyperbaric oxygen
therapy), are recommended [15]. Interestingly, growing
data indicate a crucial role for inflammation in achieving
proper SMReg [83], and heat application may accelerate
the proliferation and differentiation of SCs [84]. Consequently, despite the acute benefits of RICE in controlling
further tissue damage, it seems relevant to acknowledge
that if the forced immobilization continues, it will ablate
the potential of SML to increase the activation and proliferation of SCs, and possibly impair SMR.
In the particular case of hamstring injuries, the lack of
studies analyzing different types of rehabilitation protocols
shows that common practice is based on empirical
knowledge and cannot either be favored or disproved [85].
However, two recent studies showed that rehabilitation
protocols accentuating active eccentric exercises during
recovery from hamstring injuries are more effective than
those with usual protocols, i.e., with less emphasis on
eccentric SML [86, 87]. These results may elucidate the
importance of a more intense SML protocol when compared with protocols emphasizing flexibility exercises. An
interesting animal study analyzing the adjuvant effect of
SML on muscle-derived stem cell (MDSC) transplantation
during SMR might elucidate a possible explanation for
these outcomes [88]. The results of this study showed that
in addition to an increased proliferation on mechanicallystimulated MDSCs, SML (5 weeks of treadmill running)
enhanced MDSC transplantation after injury, prevented
fibrosis accretion, and increased skeletal muscle vascularity
[88]. Curiously, a former study analyzing marked bone
marrow cells transplanted into mice that were submitted to
both forced running exercise (downhill running) and EDL
overload (surgical tibialis anterior removal) also showed an
increased incorporation of bone marrow-derived cells into
skeletal muscle [89]. Both studies suggested that in addition to the mentioned increase in the SC pool, SML may be
an effective way of enhancing SMR by stem cell chemotactic attraction. In addition, during SMR following
notexin injury in the soleus muscles of female rats,

recovery of muscle mass and decreased fibrosis was also
shown in active (caged with access to running wheel and
performing treadmill running 5 days/week) compared with
sedentary (kept in normal cages) animals [17]. This study
also showed that active rats recovered their muscle mass to
pre-injury values within 21 days of post-injury whereas
sedentary rats failed to restore muscle mass to pre-injury
values even after 42 days. Moreover, SCs from active rats
had better and faster proliferation (measured by proliferator
cell nuclear antigen and MyoD) and increased differentiation (higher expression of myogenin) [17]. Decreases in
fibrosis accretion also occurred using stretching exercises
(passive mobilization) in the first 2, 7, and 14 days after
laceration injury in the gastrocnemius muscle of male rats
[90]. Interestingly, despite the lack of studies regarding
SML influence in ECM dynamics during SMR, it is known
that both collagen production and MMP (proteases that
mainly degrade ECM collagen) activity acutely increase
with loading and, chronically, SML increases both collagen
content and turnover [13]. More recently, a study analyzing
the acute and chronic effects of endurance training
(45 min/10 days/5 weeks) in the vastus lateralis of ten
men, showed acute (2 h after exercise bout) increases in
MMP-9 (modulates collagen turnover and growth factor
availability) activity and chronic (10 days of training)
increases in MMP-2 (cleaves ECM and basal lamina in
angiogenesis and is implicated in successful SMR) and
tissue inhibitor of MMP-1 mRNA expression [91]. This
ECM enzymatic modulation may determine the favorable,
less fibrotic, skeletal muscle phenotype seen in loaded
muscle during SMR.
Finally, as described, SMR is also influenced by an
important contribution of the inflammatory system. Curiously, increases in macrophage content during SML
(10 weeks of resistance training in 18 women identified as
having trapezius myalgia) [60], have been reported. Furthermore, improved phagocytic activity in macrophages
from rats submitted to 1 h of swimming [92] may demonstrate a possible acute improvement of SML on macrophage
function that may also be important for removing cellular
debris during SMR. Despite the fact that some macrophage
functions (antigen presentation, major histocompatibility
complex II expression and antiviral activity) may be hindered by SML, others, such as tumor cytotoxicity, chemotaxis, and phagocytosis functions, are enhanced by both
acute and chronic SML [93]. Nonetheless, many aspects
regarding the interaction between the cellular innate immune
function and exercise continue to be unknown [94].
3.2 SML Prophylactic Effects
As elucidated, acute SML compels SCs to activate and
proliferate, and these effects possibly justify the increased
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number of SCs in muscles loaded chronically. Thus, one
could speculate that SML effectively increases the BMP of
muscles. It is therefore plausible that this theoretical prophylactic effect may be significant in medical conditions that
either force muscle unloading (such as limb casting) or
damage skeletal muscle (surgery). Disregarding the accidental injuries, this prophylactic effect should be considered
in programmed interventions that imply skeletal muscle
unloading or injury. Evidence in animal studies indicates
that NMES may prevent loss of myonuclei and SCs by
apoptosis, preserving the SC pool for further SMR, and
attenuate decreases in muscle size and force production [95,
96]. Similar results were also found in young human skeletal
muscle, subjected to disuse atrophy (5 days of one-leg
casting), with or without NMES sessions. Their data showed
that NMES prevented loss of muscle mass and mRNA
expression of important regulators of muscle protein
breakdown, but neither preserved muscle strength nor
altered the number of myonuclei and SCs [51]. Nonetheless,
during conditions characterized by impaired limb movement, electrical stimulation should be considered since it
may be a potential strategy to avoid loss of muscle mass.

4 Conclusion and Further Perspectives
This review highlights the possible role of SML in increasing
the myogenic potential that possibly drives the SMR toward
a more functional phenotype. The data presented also evince
the SML therapeutic effect upon injury, increasing and
stimulating proper SMReg and inhibiting excessive fibrotic
deposition. Thus, SML seems to promote (1) acute and
chronic increases in the number of SCs; (2) increased activation, proliferation, and terminal differentiation of SCs; (3)
increased migration of other myogenic stem cells; (4)
increased angiogenesis; (5) inhibition of excessive fibrosis
deposition during SMR; and, collectively, (6) a faster and
proficient SMReg. Moreover, SML efficiently promotes
milieu alterations through myokines released by myofibers
upon contraction, which induce the production and release of
cytokines from surrounding cells. This milieu molecular
alteration may support the muscular chemotactic activity
that increases stem cell migration during SMR, and promote
a chemical environment more suitable to successfully react
upon injury. Other important, but less clear, SML features
may be hidden in the physical and mechanical force-related
imposition, upon contraction, to all cells within the skeletal
muscle and its ECM. Possibly, this physical cellular stress,
perceived by all cells, is as effective in altering cellular
function as the chemical and molecular milieu alterations.
This data collection suggests that active skeletal muscles
might be better prepared to effectively respond to a muscle
injury. This prophylactic effect should be contemplated in
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clinical situations where muscle atrophy or injury intentionally occurs. This review also evinces the lack of studies
analyzing the cellular and molecular alterations promoted
by SML during SMR, particularly regarding the ECM
alterations. Finally, we seek to encourage physical therapists, sports medicine specialists, and muscle physiologists
to deliberately promote, as soon as possible, a more active
therapeutic approach to SMR.
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